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HFC: 1267
A TOOL TO PRODUCE SPACES

Being an easy and cheap Tool to Produce Spaces,
based in self-construction it will be easily adopted
for other slums in the area, improving the living
conditions of their population.

In a first stage, to reduce the budget for the
construction process, but also to teach them a new
skill that they can reproduce in the future. Beyond
this, there is the need of highlight the sense of
ownership and care of it. This auto construction
easy and accessible will be a mechanism of
participation focused on obtains a bigger identity.

To adapt to the needs of present life and to answer
to the new family situations depending on each
need. Furthermore our solution could be
established in other places.

The use of recycling materials for sustainability, of
course, but also because it will reduce the cost of
the project. In combination with these, the rest of
the materials are easy to get and widely available,
in order to facilitate the obtaining of them by the
inhabitants.

The collective participation of the community will
be essential in the construction for intertwined
techniques and skills with popular knowledge.
Furthermore, the influence of time will encourage
the residents not only to use it to improve and
extend their homes but also to create community
buildings responding to their need.

The idea is that they can learn an easy an cheap way to build a dignified  shelter with which they can create a new house or improve the existent one, also, in the
event of a eviction they will be able to reproduce it in the new settle, furthermore they can spread this knowledge in other slums of the area.

The house is created by pieces in order to respond to the residents needs.
The most complex piece is UNIT 0, which includes the kitchen and the bathroom.
This unit is the warm core of a house, where the hygienic habits are more important.
UNIT 1, UNIT 2 and UNIT 3 are the result of divide this area 0; they are just examples of the ways we can play with this puzzle, because we have as many different
pieces as possible combinations of pallets.

unit 0 unit 1 unit 2 unit 3

All materials are easily transported and manipulated.

THE BUDGET (unit 0)   _ 1877.43€

STEP 1.

Redesign the plan on the land.

Start with the foundations: we decided to lift the building off the ground on small

concrete bricks; so we have to place them on the ground according to the house plan.

STEP 2.

The structure is based on wood framing, permitting a reducing building time.

We join together pillars and beams with nails to make the frame.

STEP 3.

Placed the floor with double pallets and isolation, holding them on metal

profiles. Filling the inside holes with wood boards.

Add the roof support: double pallet and isolation, holding them on metal profiles.

Filling the inside holes with wood boards.

STEP 4.

We cover the structure with pallets. Add East and West faces with Eurpean pallets;

all holes inside them will be closed with wood boards.

This skin will be isolate in the same way of the floor and roof.

Add pieces to finish faces' top and bottom.

STEP 5.

Install windows (South face) and main door (North face).

Add the shelf-adhesive waterproof membrane over the roof's wood board.

We have a manual to produce spaces!

1.  Foundations:
43 x Concrete bricks 0.4 x 0.2 x 0.15m..........32.68€
2 x Wood board 0.15 x 5.05 x 0.03m..........6.75€
2 x Wood board 3.69 x 0.15 x 0.03m..........5€

2.  Structure:
10 x Wood pillars 240 x 5 x 28.8cm..........300€
10 x Wood frames 28.8 x 5 x 240cm..........300€

3.  Floor:
20 x European pallets 120 x 80 x 14.4cm..........0 €
240 x Wood boards in holes..........0 €
40 x Profile L 25/25/3mm..........20€
Isolation between pallets: EPS 10mm.......... 0 €
Wood board 5.05 x 4 x 0.03m..........216€
 .  Roof:
European pallets 120 x 80 x 14.4cm.......... 0 €
240 x Wood boards in holes.......... 0 €
Isolation between pallets: EPS 10mm..........0 €

THE PROCESS

THE VARIATION

 .  Roof:
Wood board 5.05 x 4 x 0.03m..........216€
Waterproof membrane 5.05 x 4 x 0.03m..........82 €

4.  Face:
60 x European pallets 120 x 80 x 14.4cm.......... 0 €
180 x Wood boards in holes.......... 0 €
Isolation between pallets: EPS 10mm.......... 0 €
Wood finishing...........0€

5.  Windows and doors:
Polycarbonate..........117€
 .  Interior:
Door..........80€
Kitchen and bathroom furniture..........500 €

The project starts with the specific needs of each family/inhabitants of a shelter. We -they and us, as architects- choose the best
way to improve their homes, a new house, a new bedroom, a new kitchen... Then, together, we build it, they learn how to
construct and how to reproduce it, we learn how we can adapt better our prototype to their needs. Finally, one we all have
participate in the construction of more than one UNIT, we are already prepare to spread the knowledge.

a : 6 units 0.145 x 0.10 x 0.078m
b : 3 units 0.145 x 0.145 x 0.078m
c : 4 units 0.80 x 0.145 x 0.022m
d : 4 units 1.2 x 0.10 x 0.022m
e : 4 units 1.2 x 0.145 x 0.022m
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